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Thoughts about the work of OBRA Architects 

Peter Lynch 

Ease and Difficulty 

OBRA’s perspective drawings and woodcuts, reminiscent of Lina Bo Bardi’s and Alvaro Siza’s 
sketches, convey the aspiration of their work: that life should be easy, joyful, and pleasant. In the 
world their drawings promise, each of us is light and floating.  This world is filled with light. We 
inhabit a shared thought-bubble, a common daydream.  

This idyll is contrasted with the difficulty of OBRA’s work at a molecular level. The difficulty is only 
visible to someone who knows the craft of architecture. A contradiction between simplicity and 
difficulty is at the core of virtuosity:  a virtuoso has the gift of making the near-impossible appear 
easy. During a recital in Leghorn, Paganini’s E-string breaks. Despite this—or rather, encouraged by 
it—he dashes off the rondo: the crowd goes wild. (In later concerts, two or three strings “happen to” 
break.) Another example of virtuosity:  the so-called “immortal game” of 1851, one of the most 
famous chess games in history. Adolf Anderssen gives up both rooks, his bishop, and his queen to 
maneuver the opponent into checkmate. The virtuoso sacrifices almost everything to redeem 
everything. OBRA Architects are virtuosi… This is a hard path, because the sacrifice demanded is 
ultimately very real. 

SanHe kindergarten is OBRA’s clearest, most exemplary project in this regard—their most virtuosic 
performance to date. The project is dominated by an apparently innocent desire: to maintain a 
uniform window rhythm across all surfaces of the building, despite stairs, notches, bends, and 
corners. An innocent desire…but a stringent one.  The offbeat geometry of the stairs and notches, 
which the architects also treat as absolute, non-negotiable facts, does not lend itself to regular 
window spacing. One begins to suspect that the stairs and notches exist precisely to make the task of 
regularization difficult—to preclude idle repetition. The stairs play the same role for OBRA as the 
missing E-string did for Paganini: they are the welcome obstacle that must be worked around. 

The need for regular window spacing—the intellectual and emotional imperative at the heart of this 
work of architecture—must keep company with a ragged assortment of other demands: limitations 
of cost, time, materials, and craft. In the SanHe kindergarten, as in every work of architecture in-
construction, the architect is under tremendous pressure to accommodate, as quickly as possible, 
ten thousand urgencies—problems that always spring up like dragon’s teeth to undermine a work. It 
takes superhuman resolve to beat these problems down. Nothing is easier, more reasonable, and 
seemingly more inevitable than compromise. If only the stairs could be shifted, modularized, 
standardized… But compromise is the siren’s song of architecture. 

It is as if, for OBRA, the world would end if the stairs were shifted or the window rhythm was 
compromised.  

And in a way this is true. Architecture—conscious human habitation—easily succumbs to 
compromise and dies the death of a thousand cuts. In truth, three or four small cuts are sufficient. A 



thoughtful work of architecture is extremely vulnerable. A few mistakes and everything is ruined, all 
the pain and effort is wasted. Everything depends upon the architect’s vigilance… 

… and inventiveness. Actually it is impossible to fend off all these various problems by brute force. 
Some issues are unsolvable in a Euclidean world. One needs to be very nimble mentally. Lateral 
thinking allows the architect to recognize that a false solution may be legitimate if considered “in a 
certain way,” “from a certain angle.”1 Blind windows, corner pilasters, niches, even mirrors: canny 
architects draw upon a repertoire of metaphorical solutions to square the circle. Image 1 Virtuosi 
expand this repertoire.2 The wall projection in the breakfast room of Wittgenstein’s Stonborough 
house, analyzed by Jan Turnovský,3 is an example of such flexible thinking. So is the window rhythm 
in the SanHe kindergarten. On closer inspection one sees that, at lateral walls on the east side of the 
building, the window spacing is greater than everywhere else… But note: these particular surfaces 
are always viewed obliquely. Regarded from a certain angle, uniform spacing is maintained. QED. 

Abstraction 

The world promised in OBRA’s perspectives is weightless. This raises another question… how is 
lightness and immateriality manifested in OBRA’s built work?  They draw upon a number of 
strategies: literal, atmospheric, ironic, and syntactic. Consider, as an example, the Ultra-Light 
Shenzhen Pavilion. Literal: construction is of lightweight materials— diaphanous sheeting, aluminum 
brackets, plywood sheets perforated with weight-sparing holes. Atmospheric: during certain times of 
day and night, under light conditions the architects predict and control, the exterior scrim disappears. 
The structure appears no more substantial than a play of shadows. Ironic: the massing of the pavilion 
evokes one of the most ponderous structures in human history, the minaret of the Great Mosque of 
Samarra. Image 2 Like a thin sibling in an ectomorph family, the Ultra-light Pavilion appears even 
leaner by contrast. Syntactic: The pavilion is detailed to eliminate any sense of structural depth: 
beams and ribs are uniformly dimensioned. There is no telltale increase of width at places of 
reinforcement. All joints masquerade as butt joints—the most trivial type of joint, the Superglue 
joint. Edges are sharp, un-chamfered. Because fasteners, brackets and braces are suppressed, the 
full-scale pavilion retains the abstract quality of a study model.  

This last strategy of weightlessness—abstraction—is even more strongly invoked in the BeatFuse 
pavilion. OBRA’s winning entry to the 2006 Young Architects Program was audacious in scale and 
scope. Large-span arches spanned PS1’s sculpture courtyard. Visitors wandered under vast 
intersecting vaults in billowing fog like staffage in a Piranesi print. Part of our hazy feeling was 
disbelief: the structure was so vast and perfect, the edges so sharp, that the building appeared 
unreal, or rather like a 1:20 model.  

To do justice to OBRA’s work, we must go deeper. OBRA certainly has no ambition to make buildings 
seem like models, or heavy structures appear light. Rather, one goal might be: to make a building 

                                                           
1With metaphor “the fresh context may be regarded as an angle of vision, a perspective, through which reality 
can be held in a certain way, a unique way, not commensurate with any other way.” Philip Wheelwright, 
Metaphor and Reality (Bloomington IN: Indiana University Press, 1962) p.170. Cited in Michael P. Marks, 
Metaphors in International Relations Theory (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2011), p.9. 
2 Consider Paganini, an early adopter of left-hand pizzicato. 
3 Jan Turnovský, The Poetics of a Wall Projection (London: Architectural Association, 2009). Trans. Kent 
Kleinman. 



appear embodied or abstract, material or immaterial, depending on the time of day and our mental 
stance. This contradiction/fluctuation is at the heart of architecture. Mass cannot represent itself as 
mass: span cannot represent itself as span. To convey sublime qualities, architecture must suppress 
self-evidence. The details of Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Gothic, and Modern architecture confirm this. 
Image 3  

Consider ancient Roman baths, which OBRA consciously evokes in the BeatFuse project.  Roman 
vaults were completely surfaced in thin marble, imported from the farthest corners of the Empire. 
Today that marble is stripped away. Exposed to the massive brick arches and piers, we comprehend 
the physical size of these vaults.  The experience of a bathing Roman, overspanned everywhere by 
polychrome revetment, must have been completely different. A Roman would have understood the 
literal and fictive scale…first one then the other, depending on the play of light and the focus of 
attention. The marble patterning, spread without repetition across all surfaces, with sharply 
delineated edges, must have seemed at times quite unreal, a figment… at other times quite obvious 
and banal, nothing more than a stone crust. At other moments, floating on their backs, they might 
have recognized the vault as the outer reaches of their Empire, its Empyrean outer shell… 

Here is the core problem: how to present reality in all its force. Literature and literary theory explore 
this question deeply. To convey the truth, it is sometimes helpful to make the normal and habitual 
appear strange (defamiliarization or ostranenie). OBRA’s play with abstraction is an example of 
defamiliarization.  

Words 

Words about the work, for architects, are a shell-like accretion, an attempt to protect what is 
actually completely vulnerable and inarticulate, namely the architectural intention. What the 
architect is trying to achieve in his/her work could never be defended. The architect’s written and 
spoken words are at best an alibi. They offer a “way in” for strangers who stumble across a work, 
catching a glimpse or seeing a picture. Anyway, words are unavoidable. When in company one must 
say something: to remain silent would be impolite.  

There are many ways to build this shell. Some architects weave an elaborate rhetoric; some bury 
their project in facts, platitudes, or anecdotes; some lie through their teeth. Some architects are 
chest-pounding braggadocios. Some insist on the utility of Procrustean ideas, trying to convince us 
that they have reduced the countless and even random intentions that piled into their architecture 
(and every great work of architecture) to one simple measure.  One should never trust an architect’s 
words. 

In OBRA’s case, although the words are still a protective shell, they aren’t the typical defensive 
measures. If you know Pablo and Jennifer, you hear their voices in their texts. They take pleasure in 
the sounds of their words. In English, there’s a Latinate and an Anglo-Saxon word for every purpose. 
In their writing, there’s a clear delight in combining these two traditions: “The polypropylene mesh 
scales allow wind and rain to move through without excessively taxing the structure and provide a 
soft penumbral shade.”  Also in creating curious effects through various literary techniques—
inserting an odd metaphor, deforming the usual turn of speech through an uncanny word choice. “In 
each courtyard a tree grows imperceptibly, every second setting a linear sequence, moving 
inevitably towards the future.” “In the evenings time can be safely spent outdoors while deadly 



snakes come out of the forest and roam freely about the side of the hill.” This is the writing and the 
architecture of literate architects. 

System 

The absence of any system is an essential characteristic of OBRA’s work. There is rationality, 
consequentiality, and order, but no systematization.  

Nature is unable, macroscopically, to make identical copies. It cannot replicate snowflakes or clouds. 
Pablo and Jennifer are demiurges of this same kind. Consider the connector joints in the Casa Osa or 
the BeatFuse pavilion. They are products of a strict rationality, but not the kind of rationality we are 
accustomed to in industrial society. No two nodes are identical. To them, the lack of repetition is 
possibly a kind of frugality. (Why make two of the same if you already have one?) To others, the lack 
of duplication and serial reproduction must appear to be a great extravagance. 

This parsimony/extravagance is also present in their method of design development. One after 
another, study models are carefully crafted… when a design modification is called for, a new model 
is painstakingly built. The working process leaves a trail behind. All the trail markers are backward-
pointing, however. What the next point of the search is, what constitutes progress, no one but Pablo 
and Jennifer can say. Like Carlo Scarpa’s, their process is intuitive. 

The most impressive architectural search I’ve had the privilege of observing, these past few years, is 
OBRA’s site planning for a superblock west of the SanHe kindergarten. The developer commissioned 
OBRA to design an educational campus for the site, complete with primary and secondary schools, 
dormitories for students and faculty, and recreational facilities. The series of models that track 
OBRA’s campus design are historically important… a brilliant contribution to the “bead game” that 
began with Hadrian’s Villa, then was carried forward by Piranesi, Borromini, Louis Kahn, Colin Rowe, 
John Hejduk, and Enric Miralles/Carme Pinós. The subject of their intergenerational meditation: 
architectural ensembles, the city as a congregation of autonomous elements. At every step in this 
long micro-history, architects address the following questions: What holds the elements together? 
How do buildings reconcile themselves with their neighbors? What is the character of the space 
between elements?  

OBRA’s models of the campus suggest a curious answer: the city is a machine made of static parts, 
the opposite of a perpetual motion machine. Its components operate by being orbited around, not 
by orbiting. The city is a place of friction and effort. Gaps between elements are places where this 
contrary motion, urban life, occurs. Each building is cracked open, imperfect. These flaws unite the 
elements—give them a common trait. Breaks and disjunctions allow sounds, people, and views to 
enter and escape.  

Shifted Attention 

Our perceptions of the world, and of architecture, are directed by habitual ranking. Some things are 
taken a-priori to be more important than others: they dominate our attention. A column capital, a 
front facade, a hypostyle hall: these seem implicitly more significant than a handrail, a cellar door, a 
service passage. Social values are inscribed into architecture in this way. In the architect’s design 
process, a shift of attention amounts to nothing less than a “revaluation of all values.”  



We see this in Aalto’s work from the beginning to the end. Already in the Viipuri library, Aalto shifts 
focus and, by doing so, suggests a society with different customs and conventions. As one example, 
consider the dominant element in the library, a winding wooden handrail.4 Image 4 No doubt this 
handrail was argued functionally—it separates those who have passed through the librarian’s 
control point from those who have not. But in truth the railing is almost useless as a security 
measure. Couldn’t any visitor in the reading room pass underneath it or hand a book to someone 
heading out the door? The functional argument is only a pretext: it gives Aalto a mandate to 
undulate the handrail around the librarian’s desk and up and down the staircase. The serpentine 
handrail represents and ennobles everyday activity within the building. In the society Aalto presents 
us via this handrail, efficiency is playacting and routine is lyrical.5  

We see this shift of attention—which my KTH colleague, architect Elizabeth Hatz, compares to 
literary devices hyperbaton and anastrophe—also in OBRA’s work. In the Casa Osa, for example, 
covered walkways connecting the house’s open-air rooms are given more importance than 
courtyards or rooms, interior or exterior. The architects and builders have exerted great (but 
discreet and downplayed) effort to make the roofs of these passageways fold, slope, and intersect in 
a manner that is neither idle nor clearly motivated. We don’t know why they are disposed exactly so, 
but we know that they must be so. These roofs and walkways establish the identity of the house.  

A number of sketches for Casa Osa depict, in the foreground, a large open-air room. Padded 
armchairs at the periphery of vision invite us to rest a while in grand comfort. It seems unlikely that 
we will linger long, however… we are disquieted, like the café diner in Baudelaire’s prose poem “The 
Eyes of the Poor,” by what lies outside our tranquil sphere. Immediately beyond our retreat, covered 
walkways ricochet madly. The contrast between the serenity of the rooms and the obscure 
purposefulness of these walkways is disturbing. How, exactly, are we expected to inhabit this house? 
The drawings give us an answer: in a liminal position. Chairs are for settling into and rising out of. 
Rooms exist for entering and departing. Walkways exist to enter and depart rooms. The time of day, 
ideally, is dusk. The house itself strongly conveys this dream state. 

Function 

Generally speaking, the world is put together by three different kinds of people working crosswise—
three different minds: the bricoleur, the engineer, and the designer. Every urban street corner shows 
traces of all three. The bricoleur does things in an expedient way using material at hand. There is 
beauty in this métier—the ju-jitsu beauty of minimum effort and limited means. (Think of Apollo 13’s 
cardboard-and-duct-tape hack, or a cigarette butt balanced with an inch of ash.) Image 5 The 
engineer functions in a causal, ends-and-means-driven way. Excessive force is used whenever 

                                                           
4 The central role of this handrail can easily be confirmed: compare historical photos to photos of the building 
before its recent renovation. For many decades the original handrail was missing, replaced with a standard 
pipe rail. Without the wood handrail the library seems naked and decrepit. 
5 Those who remain skeptical are invited to take a look at Aalto’s 1957 competition entry for a town hall in 
Marl, Germany. At the reception desk visitors would have been separated into a number of different 
movement channels, divided according to the purpose of their visit. Was this stratification just a bad idea, a 
product one of Aalto’s “bad days”? Did he want to make a town hall into a kind of sausage factory? Or did he 
imagine the effect to be a kind of civic dance? 

 



necessary. The designer wants everything to work out well, to be pleasant. He/she would like to curb 
the mess that seems constantly to be spreading outwards… to prevent the ash from burning the 
tablecloth… 

Things get interesting when these three figures have purchase on each other’s work. Train cars in 
former Czechoslovakia, put together by engineer-minds in consultation with designer-minds, offered 
mental footholds for bricoleur-minded passengers. The extruded aluminum handle at the bottom of 
every operable window functioned perfectly as a beer bottle opener.  

The engineer alone is blind. The bricoleur alone is deaf. The designer alone is puerile. An architect, 
ideally, is the rectification of all three. In architecture, a window rail that functions as a beer bottle 
opener is an act of poetry and atonement. Poetry—because lateral thinking and shifted focus is the 
lyricism of architecture. Atonement—for the fact that design and problem-solving can never give us 
what we truly need. OBRA Architects are architects in this sense.  

Consider the House for a Vintner. The welded mesh that encloses the house—required for security—
is turned on a diagonal so it harmonizes better with the slope of the stair (designer-mind). Where it 
spans over the courtyard, the mesh is fashioned in two layers in a pillow-shape. This introduces 
structural depth, eliminating the need for a supporting column in the courtyard (engineer-mind). 
And wouldn’t it be very convenient to hang drying clothes from this cage structure (bricoleur-mind)? 
Wouldn’t the two layers of mesh, one convex and one concave, one seen beyond the other, create 
an interesting play and throw a dappled shadow, inviting the inhabitants to reverie, reminding them 
of their vineyard, tempering their realization that they are imprisoned in this house (architect-mind)? 

Engineers, bricoleurs, and designers have straightforward ideas of functionality.  But for architects 
who think and work in the manner of OBRA, function is no simple thing. Naturally the roof mustn’t 
leak, the foundation mustn’t crack, people mustn’t trip, doors and windows must open and close… 
this level of functionality is granted. If we inquire into “building performance” further, however—
addressing matters of convenience, ease, comfort, and convention—a stoical architect’s notion of 
functionality becomes more nuanced. Conscious habitation requires a degree of counter-
functionality. Certain doors should be heavier or lighter than expected:  some door handles should 
be higher or lower, easier or harder to operate, than the norm. Theodor Adorno bemoaned the 
automatic door closer because it absolved visitors of the polite obligation to close the door behind 
them.6 Architecture, conscious habitation, must not put us to sleep. 

Pablo Castro is eloquent about this: “There are practical and spiritual reasons why architecture 
should be functional in its own way—should have its own form of functionality. Because it is a social 
art, not only in its production but in its accommodation, even transcending generations, the 
architect has to accommodate unanticipated uses. And from the spiritual point of view—why bother 
inventing architecture? It is because there is a spiritual dissatisfaction that forces us forward. Things 

                                                           
6 “Do not knock. – Technification is making gestures in the meantime precise and rough – and thereby human 
beings. They drive all hesitation out of gestures, all consideration, all propriety [Gesittung]. They are subjected 
to the irreconcilable – ahistorical, as it were – requirements of things. Thus one no longer learns to close a 
door softly, discreetly and yet firmly. Those of autos and frigidaires have to be slammed, others have the 
tendency to snap back by themselves and thus imposing on those who enter the incivility of not looking behind 
them, of not protecting the interior of the house which receives them.” Theodor Adorno, Minima Moralia, 
1951. 



are not as they should be. This sense of dissatisfaction with the world that propels the spiritual 
dimension of architecture is at odds with the everyday reality of life. Every day, tying shoes, brushing 
teeth… there is no dimension of idealism here. (Yes, perhaps there is someone who wishes to come 
up with a better way of brushing teeth…) But architecture cannot do without the shoe-tying. 
Architecture has to accommodate these things but in a certain way that assures one that life will not 
be a succession of shoe-tying moments.”7 Image 6 

In Sculpting in Time, filmmaker Andrey Tarkovsky gives, as an example of a true poet, the writer 
Alexander Grin, who, suffering from extreme hunger, “went off into the mountains with a home-
made bow and arrow to shoot some sort of game.”8 The bow and arrow didn’t work—it didn't help 
him satisfy his hunger. Yet it functioned in a deeper sense. It was the material expression of Grin’s 
conviction that he was author and agent of his own fate. Architecture can be that kind of material 
expression. 

Tarkovsky writes that poetry is not a genre but “an awareness of the world, a particular way of 
relating to reality. Poetry becomes a philosophy to guide man throughout his life.”9 OBRA Architects 
are such poets. Their architecture is for such people. 

  

                                                           
7 Conversation with the author, 2016. 
8 Andrei Tarkovsky, Sculpting in Time: Reflections on the Cinema (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1987) p.21. 
9 Ibid, p.21.  
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